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In a flurry of activity this
spring, SEI executed 14
projects with 475,000 man
hours between January and
May. As customers prepare
their facilities for the new
EPA regulation, they turned
to SEI for equipment and
construction services on a
grand scale. In 2011, SEI’s
customers began investing
in their infrastructure again
after the downturn in the
economy which began in
2008. SEI has increased its
staff by 15% over the past
12 months, unlike many
other companies, it
weathered the two year
recession without a single
lay off. Its core engineering
and construction teams

remain intact.
The
combination
of custom
engineering
expertise
along with
specialized
construction
capabilities
has placed SEI in a unique
position to serve its clients
with cost effective solutions.
During the spring of 2012,
SEI demolished, built, rebuilt
and serviced fourteen dry
and wet electrostatic
precipitators. As is typical
for SEI’s core markets, the
spring is the busiest time of
year for plant outages and

turnarounds. The fall of
2012 is starting to fill in as
well.
With five significant outage
projects scheduled, SEI will
be supplying utility, paper
and other industrial clients
with new and retrofit
equipment this fall.

SEI REBUILDS ESP ON 750 MW UNIT, ONE
WEEK AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
2012 marks the end of a multi
year project to retrofit the
ESPs on three 750 MW boilers
at a Midwestern Utility. Each
ESP was retrofitted with SEI’s
proprietary S3 technology. The
outages were limited to 8
weeks, and the early schedule
completion was made
possible due to creative

construction methodology. A
portfolio of construction ideas
have been developed—ranging
from strategic crane
placement and modular
construction to roll-in and preoutage planning - that keep
client downtime to a
minimum. What makes SEI
unique is that its construction

crews specialize in air
pollution control equipment.
Their team’s plans and efforts
are focused. This focused
concept allows the company
to excel on its core projects
that involve design, supply
and construction of APC
equipment.
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STATE-OF-THE- ART ESP FOR RECOVERY BOILERS

SEI has been on the cutting
edge of particulate control
technology development for

achieve .01 grains per
DSCFM utilizing the ELEX
electrode, wide plate
spacing and high
frequency power supplies,
with significantly less
more than a decade. This collecting plate area than
a conventional ESP. It is
effort, investment and
clear to SEI that less
success has lead to
developments that change collecting area to achieve
the same performance
conventional ways of
solving particulate control solution translates into
lower costs, greater
problems.
emission control and great
A technical paper is being
flexibility to pulping
written that demonstrates
operations.
that Black Liquor Recovery
SEI was founded in 1973
Boiler ESPs designed by
originally focusing 100%
SEI can consistently

on the pulp and paper
industry. Although SEI has
diversified over the past
40 years, it never left its
roots and continues to
work in pulp and paper
mills every day.
SEI’s most recent new
state-of-the-art ESP on a
Recovery Application was
installed in British
Columbia (pictured).

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS—EXPORTING TO THE WORLD
It is clear to all who have
ears that the world is
smaller and that a global
economy is a distinct part
of modern business. SEI
is an American owned
company that is no
stranger to this concept
and over the past two
years has deployed staff
and equipment to Qatar,
Brazil, Chile, Canada, India
China and the Philippines.

The products and services
in these countries span
from ESP and Fabric Filter
equipment to inspections
and consulting services.
Most recently the company
expects to deploy an
engineer to Qatar for the
start up of three dry
scrubbing systems on an
incineration application.
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MIDWESTERN U.S. NEW PROJECTS
The Midwestern United
States has been a busy
place. 2012 will mark
the end of a $100
million project, the
midpoint of a $70
million project and the
contract signing of
another $80 million in
new projects. Each of
these customers has
found value in the
technology SEI offers. It
is anticipated that the
Midwestern Utilities will

continue to find
SIGNIFICANT value in
SEI’s products and
services as this
expertise proves to
bring economic benefit
to the Power Generation
Sector.
Michael Hatsfelt,
General Manager,
believes that
fundamentals are what
make SEI successful.
Commitment to core

markets, vertical
integration of
engineering, fabrication
and construction coupled
with the willingness to
take commercial risk,
accents the quality
associated with the
company’s strengths.
Those strengths being
superior equipment
performance and
schedule maintenance.
Doing the right thing on
time always brings value.

MEMBRANE WET ESP—NOT YOUR
ORDINARY WESP

The SEI Membrane Wet
ESP, was developed
under a patent
controlled by SEI. The
technology has more
than six years of
commercial installation
time on a variety of
applications, and more
than twenty modules
have been installed to

control a
variety of
particulates
including,
acid mist,
wood ash,
coal ash, lime dust,
and fiberglass.
The SEI Membrane Wet
ESP is a continuously
flushed unit with lower
cost and lighter
materials of
construction than the
older style wet ESPs.
The recirculated water
system tied with the

condensing nature of the
design allows for zero
additional water
consumption, if the
owner already has a
scrubber. SEI finds that
many of its customers in
the paper industry
already have a
particulate scrubber
installed in their mill.
Therefore the SEI
Membrane Wet ESP
makes for an ideal
polishing device to
ensure compliance with
the new Industrial Boiler
MACT standards.

S3 solutions
improve ESP
S
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SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT

Southern Environmental
installed its first high
frequency power supply
on an ESP for a coal
fired application in
2002. Since then SEI
has installed hundreds
of the units in what SEI
has branded its “Synergy
Solution”. This ESP
design combines high

frequency power
supplies, wide plate
spacing and the ELEX
electrode to produce
the highest power
density in an
electrostatic precipitator.
The high frequency
power supplies coupled
with the wider plate
spacing bring, on

performance with
less collecting

average, higher voltage
into the ESP. When you
marry this with the
customized geometry
available in the ELEX
electrode which
distributes corona in the
most uniform manner, you ESPs. This proprietary design
obtain an ESP that is able brings with it huge economic
to collect particulate at a
value.
fraction of the size of other

area per 1,000
acfm

PARTS ON-LINE TOOL AIDS IN SPARE PART IDENTIFICATION
When in the course of human
events, an Operations and
Maintenance manual is lost,
what is one to do about
ordering spare parts? In an
effort to support its
customers, SEI has
developed a parts on-line
tool, which provides the
following benefits for its
customers:

3. The ability to order
parts on-line.

1. O & M manual on-line
access 24 hours a day,
seven days a week

6. The flexibility to
purchase components
with a major credit card
or a purchase order online.

2. The ability to identify unit
specific spare parts on an
emergency basis for the
unit in question.

WWW.SOUTHERNENVIRONMENTAL.COM

4. On-line list pricing,
eliminating the need to
make phone calls or
solicit proposal
responses via email.
5. User name and
password protected
security.

SOUTHERN
ENVIRONMENTAL, INC

6690 West Nine Mile Road
Pensacola, Florida 32526
Phone: 850 944-4475
E-mail: apcsales@sei-group.com

